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WIMP
DM

Line
 Of S

ight

ΦPP : How many γs 
in 1 annihilation  

Φcosmo : How many annihilations ⇔
      How many and which sources

φPP =                  ∫E0
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φcosmo = ∫ΔΩ,λ 
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Gamma-ray photons from CDM
annihilation

i.e. Φγ= Φparticle physics x Φcosmology
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MW

subhalossubhalos

sub-subhalos

   Modeling the structure of dark matter halos

Halos form through a hierarchical process of successive mergers. 
The halo of our Galaxy will be self-similarly composed by: 
-a smoothly distributed component (ρ2

DM(h) single halo )
-a number of virialized substructures (ρ2

DM(subh) all halos)

SOURCES
Milky Way - sources and diffuse -

Dwarf Galaxies
Cluster of galaxies - sources and diffuse -
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Galactic and extragalactic
environment

- diffuse -



Via Lactea 2, Diemand et al 2008
See also Aquarius, Springel et al 2008

   Modeling the structure of dark matter halos
from N-body simulations

MW-like halo at z=0

Cosmological setup WMAP 3yr

High resolution
average density
patch

10-6 Msun

z=26
Diemand et al, 2005

Smallest mass halo at z=26
Cut off in power spectrum imposed by 
CDM free streaming or acoustic oscillations
after kinetic decoupling. 
Typical mass 10-6 Msun with a spread of 
up to 6 order of magnitude depending on 
underlying particle physics. 
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Subhalo density distribution
(Rvir/rs) has radial dependence

higher concentration -> higher flux!

   Modeling the structure of dark matter halos
   from N-body simulations

LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 2009

N-body data

Extrapolation
requirement for 
a 10-6 Msun halo:
cvir is in the range 
of the numerical
simulation 
(z=26, Diemand et al 2005)

Diemand et al 2008

translates 
into mass slope -2

fDM (>107 Msun) ~ 11%

fDM (>10-6 Msun) ~ 50%
Antibiased radial distribution

Subhalo inner density profile

Note: Aquarius fDM (>107 Msun) ~ 13% - fDM (>10-6 Msun) ~ 25%
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Warning: NFW or Einasto are
total profiles (smooth + subhalo)

Halo and subhalo profile shape

   Modeling the structure of dark matter halos
   from N-body simulations

Diemand et al 2008
LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 2009

TOTAL
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Integrated contribution of all the GALACTIC halos along the LOS

MW smooth and single subhalo contribution

Enhancement due to halo weighted
for the halo and subhalo mass function

Computing the cosmological γ-ray flux due to DM annihilation in halos and subhalos
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The γ-ray sky
Φγ= Φparticle physics x Φcosmology
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The γ-ray sky
Galactic and extragalactic: smooth + subhalos

PHOTONS in 5 YEAR FERMI-LIKE OBSERVATION

Mχ =40 GeV, σv=3x10-26 cm3s-1, E > 3 GeV, Aquarius

LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 20098/26



The γ-ray sky
Galactic and extragalactic: smooth + clumpy

LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 2009

Mχ =40 GeV

σv=3x10-26 cm3s-1

PHOTONS in 5 YEAR FERMI-LIKE OBSERVATION
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Is the γ-ray sky from DM annihilation
DETECTABLE?

SENSITIVITY = Nsignal / √(Nsignal+Nbackground)

LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 200910/26



Galactic environment
- unidentified sources -



SENSITIVITY = Nγ
signal / √(Nγ

signal+Nγ
background)

FOCUS ON SINGLE HALOS

LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 2009

Is the γ-ray sky from DM annihilation
DETECTABLE?
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Is the γ-ray sky from DM annihilation
DETECTABLE?

About 10 to 15 observable halos

> 3 σ in 5 years

LP, Lavalle, Bertone & Branchini 200912/26

among unidentified sources
WORK IN PROGRESS



Galactic environment
- dwarf galaxies -



from velocity dispersions..

… to density profiles.

Universal behaviour!

NFW preferred by χ2 analysis
Walker et al, 2009

Dwarf galaxies are the only objects whose
density profiles are nicely inferred by

astronomical measurements

-> small astrophysical uncertainty
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φcosmo = ∫ΔΩ,λ 

ρ2(r(ΔΩ,λ))

λ2
dV

LP, Pizzella, Corsini, Dalla Bontà & Bertola 2008

Computing Φγ

φPP =                  ∫E0
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DarkSUSY
Gondolo et al 2004

PBB08
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+ subhalos!

LP, Lattanzi & Silk 2009



Comparing predictions with Fermi performances

DRACO Φγ
max (> 100 MeV, 1 yr) = (4.5±1.5) x 10-11 cm-2 s-1

  

! 

"#,Fermi
95%CL

DRACO and other 
dwarfs are now only slightly

below the detection limit
(for our PP scenarios) 

And very clean astro-objects
poor astrophysical background

stable astrophysical
predictions

Abdo et al 2010

DRACO

(> 100 MeV, 1 yr)
(0.1-2.0) x 10-9 cm-2 s-1
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Can an astrophysical boost factor
affect our computation?

Find all the today DRACO-like halos
at accretion from N-body

Accretion on MW

z=0 halos

Apply merger tree
to DRACO-like objects at the epoch
of merging  (finding 2.7x1013 
sub-subhalos), and then scale 
for the mass loss of DRACO
(reducing to 1.6x1011)

Giocoli, LP, Tormen & Moreno 200916/26



LP, Lattanzi, Silk 2009

NFW fit to DRACO
velocity dispersion
(Walker et al 2008)
M=5 x 109 Msun
c=22, rs=2 kpc
ρs=2.16 x 107 Msun kpc-3

DRACO

Stability of Draco predictions: boost factors?

HIGHER EMISSION (FROM
GC) IS DOMINATED BY THE
SMOOTH PROFILE, NOT BY
CLUMPS!

MBH=102Msun (from MBH-σ relation)
BF=1

MBH=106Msun
BF=107

σ = 10 kms-1

A Black Hole, if any, 
is not likely to give 
any significant boost

LP, Pizzella, Corsini, Dalla Bontà & Bertola 2009
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Extragalactic environment
- galaxy clusters -



Thermal gas at T=8.2 kev
Thermal gas in the 
filaments at T=0.22 kev

Non-thermal electrons

1) Produced by astrophysical
sources and continuously
reaccelerated by cluster turbolences
or merger shock waves

2) Produced by interaction of CRs 
with thermal ions

D = 100 Mpc 
MDM=1.2 x 1015 Msun 
Rvir= 2.7 Mpc
B (r) = 4.7 nth(r)0.5 µG 
<B> = 2 µG
No cooling flow observed. 
Radio, EUV, X-ray observation

3) Produced by DM annihilation

The Coma Galaxy Cluster
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Lokas & Mamon 2003
Bullock et al 2001

An Alternative Non Thermal Hypothesis:
(although non asked for…)

Relativistic electrons are produced by DM annihilation

DM Density profiles can be inferred from astronomical measurements
or derived from numerical simulations
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Multiwavelenght DM interpretation or exclusion?

The multiwavelength yield is compared with available
measurements or upper limits

Colafrancesco, Lieu, Marchegiani, Pato & LP 2010

Compute Inverse Compton Scattering,

non-thermal bremsstrahlung

and prompt γ-ray emission (more later)20/26



ONLY CORED PROFILE ALLOWED 
BY HEATING RATE

ONLY CORED PROFILE ALLOWED 
BY HEATING RATE

Compatibility with multimessenger constraints

Colafrancesco, Lieu, Marchegiani, Pato & LP 2010

Catena, Fornengo, Pato, LP & Masiero 2010
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Cross-sections needed to explain the radio emission are
compared with available constraints from GC γs, diffuse γs,

antimatter, CMB, radio …
which excludes ANY dark matter interpretation

for smooth profiles

Look at the upper curves: smooth cluster halo
All DM explanation are excluded



ONLY CORED PROFILE AND SUBHALOS
“ALLOWED” (maybe not excluded)

Subhalo population

In presence of a population of substructures with
Mmin=10-6 Msun and radial dependence of the

concentration parameter, a boost of ~ 35 still let some
models allowed, providing a favourable environment

(MW DM structure and propagation model)

Note that subhalos are also needed to explain the surface
brigthness profile of the radio halo

Colafrancesco, Profumo & Ullio 2006

ΔΩ=10-5 sr
Here modeled after Via Lactea 2

Colafrancesco, Lieu, Marchegiani, Pato & LP 2010

Compatibility with multimessenger constraints adding subhalos
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COLD or WARM Dark Matter?



CDM N-body simulations better reproduce the data
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Different universes with different inputs

z=3

z=2

z=1

WDM
375 eV

Bode et al, 2001

CDM
> a few GeV

…YET 
lower mass particles 

(the warm dark matter scenario) 
is not excluded

since observations 
(clusters + Lyman α)

can probe the universe only down
to the dwarf scale
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Boyarsky et al, 2008

mNRP (keV)

X-ray limits
(DM profile dependent)

Ly-α constraints

current limits (conservative): 
ΛWDM -> mNRP (sterile n) > 9.5 keV at 95% CL
               mTR > 1.7 keV at 95% CL 
ΛCWDM -> mNRP = 5 keV,  40% of WDM allowed at 95% CL
                  mTR = 1.1 keV, 40% of WDM allowed at 95% CL25/26



QCD

Grand Unified Theories (SUSY),
Extra-dimensions (KK), …

WDM is also plausible for a Particle Physics point of view
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Conclusions

Galactic and extragalactic sources and features 
may be observed or tested in the next years, 
if particle physics is favourable. 

Otherwise, no distinction can be done among
-CDM scenario with unfavourable particle physics
-WDM scenario (undetectable in γ-rays) 
-A more exotic explanation for the DM


